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Computational Geometry Homework 3 HS08Url: http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/courses/CG08/
Exercise 1Objetive of this exerise will be developing a data struture for so-alled range ounting forhalfspaes.a) Given a set P of n points in the plane in general position, show that it is possible to partitionthis set by two lines suh that eah region ontains at most dn

4
e points.b) Find a data struture of size O(n), whih an be onstruted in time O(n log n) and allowsyou, for any halfspae h, to output the number of points |P \ h| of P ontained in thishalfspae h in time O(nα) for some 0 < α < 1. For this you will need laim a).

Exercise 2The goal of this exerise will be applying the on�guration spaes for yet another problem |of sorting n real numbers.You are given a set X of n distint real numbers and your goal is sorting them into asendingorder.a) De�ne a on�guration spae over X suh that it is possible to onstrut the sorted sequenefrom the ative on�gurations with respet to X (you might need to have a data strutureonneting the ative on�gurations just like the doubly onneted edge lists for the onvexhulls in R3).b) Desribe a randomized inremental algorithm, whih onstruts the set T(X) of ative on-�gurations (together with the data strutures you need) and analyze the expeted runtimein the on�guration spae framework. The runtime should be O(n log n).
Exercise 3Given a simple polygon P with n verties, desribe a data struture (with spae and timeneeded to onstrut it polynomial in n) to report for any query point q inside P the "seneryvisible from q", that is, the yli sequene S(q) of polygon edges visible from q. Query timeshould be O(logn + |S(q)|).For the best grade, the time needed to onstrut the data struture should not be more than
O(n4 logk n) for some small power k.
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